PLS Exception Request- Gas Generator Document List

The following documentation list for Gas Generators may be requested by PJM and the IMM to support PLS exception requests:

1. Interstate Pipeline or LDC critical posting/Notification (OFO)
2. Requestor’s email to Interstate Pipeline or LDC requesting specific burn profile including burn profile submitted
3. Email from Interstate Pipeline or LDC in response to requested burn profile
4. Email/posting from Interstate Pipeline or LDC limiting the submission of a nomination to adjust delivered quantity (i.e. a rejection of an ID1 or ID2 nomination to adjust supplies, specifically a reduction of supply)
5. Interstate Pipeline or LDC scheduled Quantities Report (report of nominated vs scheduled quantities)
6. Description of applicable Firm Transportation contract:
   a. Contract Number
   b. Maximum Daily Quantity
   c. Primary Receipt and Delivery points
7. Supply purchasing contract demonstrating minimum takes
8. Screenshot of nomination for Non-Firm contracts